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The Auckland Orienteer is the magazine of the Auckland Orienteering Association and
incorporates articlesfromthe Auckland Orienteering Club Inc., The North West Orienteering Club
Inc., and the Counties-Manukau Orienteering Club.
It is produced monthly and is available online from the NWOC homepage.
Other orienteering related publications are welcome to draw material from the AO pages although
credit is asked for both the author (when stated) and the AO.
Information for advertisers is available from the editor (details in Last Bits)
Cover: The image from the KIWISPORT Orienteering Coaching Manual - don't forget we are
always looking to find new converts to the sport, and especially from schools!

Editorial
It's Waitangi Day, and once again I am left wondering whether it is a day of National pride, or
remorse. NZ is unique in having the Treaty of Waitangi as a founding document for the birth of our
nation, but for as long as I can remember; the day has been steeped in controversy. The issues of
compensation and putting right the wrongs steal the opportunity for us to admire how far we have
come.
Personally, I believe we are all responsible for reflecting on how we can apply the principles of the
Treaty every day, and then the 6th of February each year should be focussed on what the country
has achieved! I look around me at the beauty of NZ, its culture and values and I want to find a way
to congratulate every New Zealander for helping to make it what it is. This is a day when we need
to celebrate belonging to one of the most fortunate groups in this world, in a distinctly New Zealand
way. Why not greet your neighbours with words that equate to Celebrate Aotearoa! Lets share in
the celebration of our nation, and put aside feelings of acrimony as we do on Christmas Day and
New Year.
Orienteering is a sport that draws families together, encourages participation for life, and allows us
to appreciate parts of the country far off the beaten track. Bob Murphy was someone who
epitomised every one of these ideals, and with his family, I was proud to be at his Requiem Mass
to celebrate his contribution as a New Zealander, and share in the love of his family - he was a
gentleman we will long remember, and always respect.
2003 promises to be a great challenge for us all in the Auckland Region SPORTident has arrived
at last and the Auckland and North West clubs are taking on the most ambitious Carnival to be
seen in Auckland so far, during the Easter - ANZAC period. No event will be successful without
the support of Club members, and while there are already numerous official posts filled, we still
need to have backing workers to provide support. If you haven't already declared yourself as
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being available on certain days or times, please do it now! Coordinators will be delighted to hear
from you - and no offer is too small!
I have one final plea, I do need to have information regarding events as soon as it becomes
available. The more detail I can include in the calendar may influence the decision of potential
competitors to attend an event.
Good luck in your competitions over the year and stay injury free!
Paul Gilkison

Event Calendar
Please call club Secretaries (or final
confirmation of these details.
A Auckland
Nicola Kinzett 09 636 6224
CM Counties-Manukau
Hilary Iles 09 235 2941
E Egmont
Suzanne Scott 06 758 4468
H Hamilton.
Mike Baldwin 07 856 3887
NW North West
Jill Smithies 09 838 7388

NOS National Orienteering Squad
Rolf Wagner 09 427 8524
R Rotorua
Peter Fitchett 07 345 6786

T Taupo
Alison Mensen 07 378 0577
WACO Waikato and Auckland Campus
Phil Wood 09 634 8104
Wh Whangarei
Malcolm Mack 09 437 5161
big_mack@ihug.co.nz

* Indicates Summer Series Event

February
Tue 11

A

Sun 16
Wed 19
Sat 22

CM
A

Sun 23
Sun 23

A

* Auckland Domain, Band Rotunda - Starts 5.30.- 6.45pm
Promotional Totara Park
* Self's Farm. Tidal Rd, Papatoetoe - Starts 5.30 - 6.45pm
Kaweka Challenge. Visit http://www.ramhb.co.nz/kaweka/ for details
Kaweka Challenge
SPORTident Trial - Pot Luck
All orienteers are welcome to come and enjoy
the challenges of the "Pot Luck' map and to
experience the new SPORTident electronic
control system.
This event is designed as a training
opportunity for the 2003 CHH Easter ANZAC
Orienteering Carnival and Nationals' Championships, and as a familiarisation
test of the electronic system for those involved in the organization of the
Carnival.
At least four courses (Long and Short Red, Orange. White/Yellow) will be
available.
Start times will be between 10:00 and 12:00.
Entry is signposted from Rimmer Road off SH 16, roughly 5 mins north of the
main Woodhill Forest Headquarters entrance.
Fees (including $3 per person CHH forest entry fee and the NZOF levy (25%))
Seniors

$8
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Juniors
S4
Family max
$20
SPORTident $2 per e-card
The SPORTident fee is reduced for this training event. If you have already
purchased your own e-card then of course you do not need to hire one but you
need to give your e-card number at registration. Personal e-cards will be
available at cost for $50 and can then be used at the Carnival and at any
future event in NZ or overseas that uses the SPORTident system. Over 70
people already have their own e-card. For further Information about the event
or e-cards contact Rob Jessop (r.jessop@auckland.ac.nz or 3737599 ext
85220) or Joanna Stewart (j.stewart@auckland.ac.nz or 3737599 ext 86360)
Wed 26

A

* Western Springs. Stadium Rd, off Great North Rd - Starts 5.30 - 6.45pm

March
Sat 1

NW

Day 1 Knobbly Knees (Kaipara Knolls).
Starts 12.00 - 2.00pm. course closure 4.00pm. Setter Yett Gelderman.
controller Chris Gelderman.
6 Courses
Red Long
8 4km
Orange
3.8km
Red Medium 5.4km
Yellow
3.2km
Red Short
3.6km
White
2.0km
Swimming at Lake Ototoa or "The Lagoon" afterwards with camping available
at Rob & Marquita's or Mark's (25 mins from event, 10 mins from Parakai). Hot
pools at Parakai and newly refurbished Macnut Cafe open 10-4 each day (free
macadamia samples).
Please note the night event is NOT on this year due to thinning of trees and
zero runnability on the relevant part of Slater Road.

Sun 2

NW

Day 2 Wounded Knee
Starts 10 00 - 12.00pm, course closure 2.00pm. Setter Mark Lawson.
Controller Rob Garden.
7 courses

Red Long
9.8km
Red Medium 6.0km
Red Short
4.5km

Orange
Yellow
White

4.2km
2.8km
2.4km

Red Shorter 3.0km
Please note there is a lot of cutty grass in some blocks of Wounded Knee - It
is very important to wear long pants and preferably long sleeves. This is
especially important for the white and yellow courses.
Thu 6

A

Sat 8

TOC

*

Pt England Reserve / Tamaki Streets. Pt England Rd - Starts 5.30 6.45pm
Katoa Po #23
The 2003 inter-club all-night orienteering relays will be held on the night of
Saturday 8 March. Unfortunately there will not be a Full Moon for the event.
There will again be a prize tor the team showing the most spirit during the
whole event and prizes for the best/stylish headgear (team and individual),
and a prize for the most imaginative running gear.
Map. Whakaroa - a new map just north of the existing Whakaipo Bay map.
Scale; 1:10 000 Contour interval; 5m
Terrain: Gentle to steep rolling farmland with ridges and gullies. Some deep
conservation gullies. Patches of complex gullies.
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Course planner: Terry Brighouse Controller. Jim Lewis
Enquiries to; Alison Mensen 07 378 0577
Email; atus@xtra.co.nz
http//www.geocities com/taupo_oc/KP2003Home.html for the entry form and
more detail.
2003 South Island All Night Inter-Club Relays
(Full moon)
Now that's interesting... Either Taupo or Dunedin has got this moon phase
wrong! (in fact it is 2 days shy of the first quarter) - Ed.
Contact Bruce or Sheryl Collins ph/fax 03 465 8255, 025 270 5885, or email
asbic@xtra.co.nz.
If you are not entering through your club just send the entry form in with your
details and we will do our best to put you in a team. These entries must be in
by 23 February at the latest!
CDOA OY

Sun 9
Thu 13
Sun 16
Sun 23

A
A
CM

* One Tree Hill / Cornwall Park. Manukau Rd - Starts 5.30 - 6.45pm
SPORTident Trial -Goblin Country
Promotional

Sun 30

NW

Weiti - Score Event 1
Setter Roel Michels, Controller Trevor Murray.
Please arrive by 10.30am at the latest for 11am start. Signposted off East
Coast Bays Road between North Shore and Silverdale

April
Sat 5 Sun 6

PAPO

Canterbury Orienteering Championships 2003
Day 1 - Canterbury Championships (and South Island Challenge 3)
Day 2 - South Island Challenge 4
For enquiries contact the coordinator
Robert Whitla 03 342 9015 rwhitla@xtra.co.nz

Sun 6
Sat 12 Sun

CM
H
13

Sun 13

NW

Fri 18
Sat 19

A
A

Sun 20
Mon 21
24-27

A
A
NW

Promotional
North Island Secondary Schools Championships 2003
Information is being sent to all secondary schools via regional sports
offices, and will also be sent to all North Island clubs.
Contact Mike Baldwin 07 856 3887 mikeb@waikato.ac.nz
Kaipara Knolls - Score Event 2.
Allow 35 minutes drive from Parakai, 75 mins from central Auckland. Please
arrive by 10.30am at the latest for 11amstart.Signposted from SH16 at the
roundabout between Parakai and Helensville. Setter Bert Chapman, controller
Rob Garden. Last chance to practise before the Nationals!
Warm up event
Nationals classic champs
NZ Short O champs. Park race
Relay champs
ANZAC 4-DAY
3 days of the 4 count towards the final result so if you are unable to get the
Thursday off work you are still in the hunt.
Day 1 is a World Ranking Event for elite runners. Rob Crawford will be the
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IOF controller for the elite courses. The map for day 1 is a new extension
between Silverdale and the existing Beez Kneez map. A small part of the
existing map will overlap but most courses will be on the new area.
Thu 24

NW

Multi day Classic event - Weiti - IOF Ranking
Setter: Geoff Mead Controller: Paul Gilkison (Rob Crawford for the Elite
courses) Coordinator Pip Poole Ph 445 4306 psquared@iconz.co.nz
Event to use a section of the Weiti Forest remapped by Mike Beveridge.

Fri 25

NW

Sat 26

NW

Sun 27

NW

Access via Stillwater Reserve. Sealed road all the way! Note that Weiti
Forest is embargoed prior to the event (with the exception of a Score Event
that will use one section of Beez Kneez)
Spaghetti Soup
Setter: Rob Garden, Controller Marquita Gelderman
Stag's Roar
Setter: Gary Farquhar, Controller Chris Gelderman
Turkey Ridge/Slater Road
Setter: Dave Middleton, Controller Terje Moen

May
Sat 3
Sun 4

Rotorua marathon
Promotional

CM

Thu 8
Sun 11

All
NW

Sec School Relay Champs Park
Slater Road - Score Event 3
Setter Campbell Melrose-Allen, Controller Dave Melrose. Entry at end of
Wilson Road. Allow 20 minutes from Parakai. Signposted from SH16 at the
roundabout between Parakai and Helensville.

Thu 15

CM

Intermediate School Champs

Sun 18
Wed 21
Sun 25

??
AOC
NW

Promotional
Auckland Secondary School Champs
Beautiful Hills - Score event 4
Setter Penney Brothers, Controller Lisa Mead.
Queen's Birthday

Sat 31
June
Sun 1
Mon 2

Queen's Birthday
Queen's Birthday

Sun 8

NW

Sun 22

NW

Spaghetti Soup - Score Event 5
Setter Jill Smithies, controller Alistair Smithies.
Ralph King Score event

Lisa's North West News
Our summer has consisted of
beachside camping, tramping
and sailing - and very little

orienteering, (with the exception of a suitably
sadistic cloverleaf orienteering course at
Tawharanui, designed by NWOC juniors for
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their parents in scorching midday heat).
In December 2002, Melanie Michels, Sarah
Gilkison and Hannah Murphy travelled to
Wanganui to participate in the junior training
camp, which, from all accounts, was a
resounding success. We look forward to
seeing great results at this year's Nationals in
Auckland at Easter!
Marquita Gelderman was deservedly one of
the three finalists for the North Harbour
Masters Sportsperson of the Year award and
several club members attended the awards
function in December.

suitably large and technical for the Anzac
series. Judging from the state of the course
setters after an initial recce to Weiti, I suspect
they will be recommending full body cover for
this map!
We note with sadness the recent death of
long time club member Bob Murphy, and
extend our sympathy to his many family
members in the Auckland orienteering
community. Bob always had a kind word for
newcomers and experienced orienteers alike
and encouragement for children just entering
the sport.

Congratulations also to Lisa Frith, who has
once again been awarded a Prime Minister's
scholarship for tertiary study fees, in
recognition of both sporting and academic
excellence.

Next club meeting: Monday 10th February
at Paul Gilkison's, 12 Albert Road, Devonport
at 7.30pm. Please note a different day from
usual.

Mike Beveridge has made great progress on
mapping Weiti station and the new map is

Lisa Mead 445 4555

Auckland Chatter
Welcome to all the new club
members, including Peter
Evans, Shane McQuoid and
Malcolm G and two family
groups. The Muren family are
Kristen, Jan, Camilla, Marit and Lars from
Norway and the Scott family are David,
Bronwyn, Imogen, Toby and Lydia.

walking as he recovers from heart surgery.
Congratulations to Darren Ashmore on his
new position as instructor at the Sir Edmund
Hillary Outdoor Pursuit Centre in National
Park.

Auckland Orienteering Club has been given
International Orienteering Federation ranking
for three events at the Easter carnival. This is
a first for New Zealand and great kudos for
the club. The IOF ranking will encourage
overseas elite orienteers to come (in fact the
first entries received for Easter were from
Perth). Four of the events in the carnival are
being included in NZOF's Elite Super Series.

The Summer Series continues well. First time
course setters Ben Balmforth, Simon Jager,
Jennifer Trinnick and Melvina Wise are
commended for the high standard of their
course and the enjoyment we shared running
them. Anna Cory-Wnght. aged 1 month.
came 5th at her first orienteering event; can
other club babies beat this?

NB all club members; Your Easter Leave Has
Been Cancelled. A full crew of helpers is
needed over the Easter-Anzac carnival, now
only two months away. There are various
roles to be filled (everything from putting up
tents and setting up the registration area, to
parking, start, finish, digging bogs etc) so you
can volunteer now or be allocated a job later!
Best wishes to Pete Swanson who is running
the Coast to Coast for the first time. Leon
McGivern is also in training, keeping up his

The club offers sympathy to the Murphy
family on Bob's death and to Joanna Stewart
on the death of her mother.

Jill Brewis
News of the 'latest' member of the Auckland
Club; latest is the operative word as we've
been waiting....waiting waiting.
"After keeping Mum and Dad waiting
somewhat longer than originally expected,
Rebecca Maire Greenwood finally arrived on
Monday 3 Feb at 3:30 pm, weighing a sturdy
8 lbs 1 oz. Mum and daughter both doing
well"
Nicola Kinzett
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T H E O FILES

Those of you w i t h youths
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performed

p a r t i c u l a r l y w e l l in t h e past!
Tom and the recently retired Heather Clendon will
be seen travelling to events in their very clean
Honda CRV (the "Clendon Recreational Vehicle").
We're not sure that it has been any closer to offroad
than the driveway so far!

Are The Weiti Forest Contour Intervals really 5 or 7
metres? Be there on 24 April to decide!

Kidz Kontrol
Hi and welcome to Kidz Kontrol, I hope you al had a great Christmas and new year and hopefully
most of us are glad to be back at school. It's a bummer that we haven't had any chances to do
orienteering these holidays because of the lack of events during the summer, and I'm sure that
those of us who did go to the junior O camp are itching to get out and show off our new skills!!!
Sarah

Camp Report
by Lizzie Ingham with some editions by Gillian
'Twas a bright, sunny afternoon when thirty
eight of New Zealand's finest orienteering
hopefuls arrived at Scoutland's Camp,
Wanganui for the 2002 National Junior
Orienteering Training Camp. Little did they
know what was in store for them over the
next five days...
Monday morning everyone was woken bright
and early by the camp rooster. Some two and
a half hours later the breakfast duty group
(which may well have been Australia) crawled
from their sleeping bags and disappeared in
the direction of the kitchen.

After breakfast and an introduction to the
day's orienteering exercises, we all walked
across the field, skirting the three metre-high,
barbed wire perimeter fence of Wanganui
prison, straight onto the days map: Jailhouse
Dunes. Mondays exercises, which were set
by Maja, consisted of accurately following in
the terrain a line drawn on the map and
noting the positions on controls found
enroute. This was followed by a short(?)
course.
In the afternoon there was a not-too-serious
soccer
tournament,
followed
by
a
fast-and-furious Park-O race around the
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camp grounds. Rita ran a sizzling 9m 42s for
the 1.40km course - to be the only camp
participant under 10 minutes. With Emma
second in 10m 12s, closely followed by
Mitchell in 10m 15s. England easily took out
the teams race. After supper some of us
listened to Ben enthusing about JWOC, and
how we should be aiming to make the team in
a few years time. Others had an introduction
to international control descriptions with
Gillian

trees there are on the Marangai map? The
competition was close, with not too many
points scored by any of the teams, till the final
round; to create a limerick starting with the
words. "There once was an O-coach called
Ray," England's entry:
There once was an O-coach called Ray,

Tuesday dawned another orienteering-filled
day. We were all ferried out to the infamous
Harakeke map, remembered by some from
last January's VERY WET ANZ Challenge
and by others from October's Wellington
Championships. It was first used for the
World Master's Championships in 2000. Here
we were to be practising attack points,
compass bearings and route choice, on
exercises set by James B. Despite the
exercises being really helpful. I think
everyone got lost at least once. Tuesday
afternoon we were let loose on the big city of
Wanganui and everyone stocked up on junk
food (don't let Brenda read this bit!) In the
evening Ray gave his first lecture - on training
programmes,...
and
nutrition,...
and
hydration,... and motivation,... and,... and...

and he'll be in the toilet 'til May.

As is usual Wednesday followed Tuesday.
Today, on another part of Harakeke, and on
exercises set by Patrick we were to be
relocating and working out whether the
controls were right or wrong. In this latter
exercise we followed a course marked on the
most detailed area of the map, but in the
terrain most of the controls were either
purposefully put in the wrong place, or
weren't there at all! You only punched the
control if it was in the right place. As if that
wasn't hard enough, some of the cheetahs
were given maps without "streets" (no roads
or tracks).
This was followed (after a lunch break) by a
"Shortx2" What Point - O. (short being 5km)
set on a never before used part of the map. I
ran the first loop, but personally found the
second loop too much.
Tonight after supper we had the traditional
camp quiz, with curly, impossible and silly
questions compiled by the coaches and
posed by Anna and James B. Do you know
how many brothers and sisters Steve Holden
has? Or - how many (hundred) distinctive

who drank two litres a day.
He was an old geezer
and a bit of a wheezer
(or something like that) gave them first place
and a mini-Moro bar each.
On Thursday we went out to Marangai.
Today's exercises, set by Steve Holden, were
on relocation. Lesson 1: with 1052 of them on
the map, perhaps distinctive trees don't make
such good relocation features. The lions and
cheetah's exercises were most unusual: we
were given "maps" with only small patches of
area mapped, the rest was blank paper. We
had to find our way from one mapped patch
to another by bearing and distance
estimation, then relocate using terrain
features, and find the control. This was
followed by a relay race, with one leopard,
one lion and one cheetah in each team. The
trouble was, so many leopards had moved up
to lions and lions to cheetahs during the
week, that there weren't enough people left to
run the leopards legs ... so.. the coaches ran
the leopards legs
with their maps torn up
into jigsaws. Even so, the coaches' teams still
managed to come 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th. They
can't have been as stuffed as us!
Somehow (did Steve really camp out on the
pavement for two nights?) we got tickets to
see Lord of the Rings; The Two Towers on
the afternoon of the opening day! Everyone
thoroughly enjoyed it: despite the dark, the
comfy chairs and tired legs no-one was going
to fall asleep. Re-energised by LOTR, when
we got back to camp, the coaches had set up
a moon-lit night-O. complete with talking Ents
and Orcs throwing water bombs.
After a short night, Friday, the day of the
Camp Championships started early. The
Auckland contingent had to pack their bags
before running, so as to catch their bus at 12
o'clock. After a week of hard orienteering, the
course seemed long, hot and hard work.
However we all finished and afterwards
there was time for a shower before lunch, tidy
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up and leaving for home. Goodbyes were
said, and two hours later the camp was quiet
again, with just our two cars, jam-packed with
gear, bags, left-overs and lost property
remaining.
From this camp I gained a wealth of
orienteering knowledge (this bit's for you,
Mum), as well as the millions of cornflakes
and ricies that wouldn't fit into the tiny
Scoutland's breakfast bowls and so come
home with us!

10

Lizzie
What a fantastic time the young Orienteers
had thanks to the efforts of Gillian and
Malcolm Ingham in particular, and also
Patrick and Maja Kunz (HOC), James Scott
(HVOC), James Bradshaw and Steve Holden
(WOC), Anna Sheldon (Aus) and Ben
Roberts (UK). The camp sounded brilliant,
and on behalf of all the grateful parents,
thank you! - Ed.

Is published in " MAPA Y BRUJULA" (ESP) No2 (3/94)
The author: Yurly MANAEV (RUS)

What's my Grade???
I'm sure that most of us are finding the grades we run in way too easy, for example why are 11 and
12 year olds running in the under 14 grades and 13 and 14 year olds in the under 16 grades???
Some of us have been thinking: Hey why don't we move the grades up a colour, like the 14's be
orange instead of yellow and the 12's be yellow instead of white. In North West we have just found
an under 10's trophy that was presented to Leah Murphy at the club dinner, so we could be like the
Aussies and introduce an under 10's grade which is white. So if you're a keen orienteer and think
that the grade that you run in is too easy drop me a line and tell us your opinion and say what you
think about introducing an under 10's grade and if we should move up a colour.
Sarah
Email me at: psquared@iconz.co.nz, or write to me by snail mail at: 12 Albert Rd. Devonport
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Training Tips
Don't count all your Easter eggs at once... episode 1
Andrew McCarthy (HVOC)
With the National Champs and years longest orienteering carnival fast approaching it is time to
think about how you can maximise your performance.
Thefirstepisode of a brief series looks athowto get physically prepared.
Being physically prepared for the Easter carnival includes being fit enough to push the pace in a
race and strong enough to keep driving tired legs. Being well prepared will hopefully allow you to
continue racing fast throughout all of the 8 races during the two week carnival and avoid getting too
tired during sections of the race where you need to be navigating perfectly.
The races will all be held in forests to the North of Auckland. The majority of the races will be held
in Woodhill on the westcoast.Woodhill forest is typical sand dune terrain with a few more hills than
we usually find in the sand dune forests north of Wellington. Therefore our training will focus on
speed and strength. Speed will allow you to hopefully run a little faster on the flat sections of the
course. Leg strength will be very important, as the sandy terrain will sap energy out of your legs,
which will only compound after 8 races.
You can develop speed by running for shorter periods at a higher intensity. We can develop leg
strength by running on hills and by running on soft ground such as a beach, a swamp or through
long grass. However before we can push our body with high intensity we need to build up a
threshold to low intensity running.
The first five weeks - endurance: (3rd Feb-9th March)
The focus in the first five weeks is to build up your training volume and increase the length of your
longest run each week. During the each of the five weeks you should try to complete the following
sessions.
Monday
Easy running ½ to 1 hour.
Tuesday
Either rest or cycle 1 to 2 hours.
Wednesday
Run hilly course ½ to 1 hour.
Thursday
Aerobic running 1 to1½hours.
Either rest or Easy ½ hour.
Friday
Run hilly course ½ to 1 hour.
Saturday
Sunday
Easy running 1 to 2 hours plus
Total week 3½ hours if you complete the minimum of five sessions and have two rest days. Or 9
hours if you complete the maximum hours. For a beginner focus on running at least three of the
days and include a long run which is 150 percent of your expected race time. So if you expect to
complete course 7 in 40 mins, you should try to run for 60 mins during a long run once a week. A
typical NZ Elite will follow a similar schedule and perhaps extend one of the mid week runs into a
longer run and include some cross training such as cycling or a gym session
If you find it hard to run for more than 30 mins at a time, perhaps you should convince a partner to
join you. Colleagues, friends or even fellow competitors make excellent running partners or you
could convince someone less fit to cycle alongside you. Try and lengthen your long Sunday run by
5 mins each week, this way your long run will be 25 mins longer after five weeks and will Illustrate
your improved endurance. Also try and make your fourth week a rest week, where you have two
days of complete rest and shorter runs for the remainder of the week.
The middle two weeks - hills and strength (10th March - 23rd March)
After five weeks of steady training you will have developed an ability to handle some harder runs.
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which you would have struggled with before. The key sessions during these two weeks are one
specific terrain run, one steady hill run and your first interval session. The plan for each of these
weeks should follow as shown below.
Monday
Easy running ½ to 1 hour
Tuesday
Easy running ½ to 1 hour with couple of long hills.
Wednesday
5 runs of fast running, 5 mins of easy jogging repeated five times.
Thursday
Rest with stretching or cycle 1 to 2 hours
Steady pace hilly run ¾ to 1 hour.
Friday
Easy running 1 to 2 hours
Saturday
Sunday
Terrain run or orienteering race, 1 hour
The Wednesday run is a long interval to simulate the last pace run between controls in a race. You
should try to run at the same pace that you would normally run in a race, or slightly faster. Try to
run a loop so you can get some idea if you are covering the same distance each time. The long
easy run still remains an important part of the week, but is shifted to make way for an orienteering
race or terrain run on Sunday. If there is no orienteering race you should try an simulate a race by
running off tracks through a nice forest or by running through some fast farmland
The next three weeks - Speed and Coordination (24th March - 13th April)
The interval sessions in the previous weeks will have built on your ability to sustain a fast pace.
These two weeks will focus on using speed even more and including it in a race situation The
general plan is as follows
Monday
Fartlek running ½ to 1 hour with couple of sharp hills.
Tuesday
Easy running ½ to 1 hour
Wednesday
3 mins of fast race pace, 3 mins of easy jogging: repeated between 5 and 10
times.
Thursday
rest with stretching or cycle 1 to 2 hours
Friday
Steady pace hilly run ¾ to 1 hour.
Saturday
rest or Easy running ½ hour.
Sunday
Running or Orienteering race.
The week evolves around two speed sessions and a race for each of the two weeks. The first
session "Fartlek" which comes from the Swedish phrase speed-play, involves constantly varying
the pace. A typical fartlek session would involve running for 3/4 hour at a varied pace, attacking
several hills and jogging the down hills, then surging a flat section then recovering, then racing a
tricky track and change back to a slow jog. You are essentially trying to simulate a fast race.
Your other interval session is training your legs to turnover faster. You should race each interval at
near 90 percent effort whilst maintaining a constant distance throughout each repetition. There is
no point racing fast at the start then struggling to finish the 5th interval
Sunday will ideally be an orienteering race where you can perfect you techniques and get used to
racing. If possible you should try and include any extra racing where possible. This could be a 5km
funrun,or a Cross Country race, which could substitute a mid week speed session.
Last week - freshening up - (14th April) - NZ Classic Race Saturday 19th April 2003.
This week is purely to recover to ensure to feel fresh for the big race. It maybe nice to get a
massage early in the week, or go for a spa and sauna at the local pool. You may also have to
structure any running around you travelling arrangements. A lot of people try to avoid training on
the same day as travelling as this places too much stress on the body. Instead ensure you have an
easy jog the day after arriving in Auckland, even if this means doing a casual 20 mins early in the
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morning before the Classic.
Other pointers.
If you feel sick don't train. You will only risk feeling worse generally speaking.
Keep a training dairy so that come next years Nationals you will be able to tweak your plan to
perfection.
Seek advice at any stage if you feel unsure about anything you are undertaking. Try your fellow
club members or one of the regions other orienteers that are training seriously.
Article written with help from Stu Barr's dissertation "HowToSetOutaTrainingSchedule", random
conversations during Sunday trainingwithJames Bradshaw, and overheard conversations during
five years of Wednesday running from the Rose Gardens.

Obituary
NZ Orienteering loses an icon
Bob Murphy
'navigated' his
last
few
weeks in this
life and took
his last breath
on a beautiful
sunny Sunday
morning (19
January)
A
perfect day for
Orienteering!
Bob, in typical
character was
well
organised,
meticulous,
showing
uncompromising strength and bravery in
planning his last wishes with Joan, his eight
children and eleven grandchildren.
Bob was a very gifted man with an incredible
passion for the outdoor challenges of deer
stalking,
tramping
and
since
1973...Orienteering.
However, those of us who got to know Bob
will quickly point out that he had extraordinary
abilities in 'reading' the map along with the
physical strength and determination to run
through any 'green' parts of any terrain!
He gave 150% with every race he ran would
let nothing beat him on the course and yet
afterwards was the most friendly and
unassuming gentleman you could ever meet.
His passion for the sport began in 1973 when
at 48 years and a legend in NZ tramping
circles, Bob was introduced to a new
navigation endurance sport by Svere Moen

and Neil Lewis.
Bob immediately took up the challenge
joining South Auckland Orienteers and in his
first NZ Championship won the M43A grade.
His commitment and contribution In those
early years soon earned him a reputation
among many younger age group A class
orienteers as a champion who was very
difficult to beat!
Bob soon earned huge respect as an
uncompromising navigator and a fearless
competitor who would finish his runs usually
cut to pieces, bleeding profusely yet with the
best time for the course and the grade!
Bob was an obvious choice for the Australia /
NZ challenge over many years and even
when the challenges were won by the
Australians... it was not so in Bob's grade!
With a 'Cad cam system' in his head Bob's
skill as a course setter was second to none.
Most of the country's top orienteers will
endorse this recalling particular Auckland
Championship weekends held at Huriwai or
Maramarua among others (according to Ross
Brighouse and Wayne and Trish Aspin) while
Bob won course setting competitions with
embarrassing regularity.
An experienced orienteer said recently that
Bob's technique he believes was the best
ever seen in NZ! His map reading skills were
so precise... he could spot a kink in any
contour line and translate it to ground in an
instant!
Another having just met his grandson - Sam
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- said whenever your grandad comes out, we
have the St John's blood transfusion service
ready! (John Robbie)
Bob's knees had worn out when he started
the sport and while he endured the pain he
would never let it stop him giving his best in
every race.
Most people have commented that their
earliest memory of Bob was hearing the
sound like a race horse coming up behind
them passing them in the undergrowth and
bolting ahead with two large knee bandages
strapped along with cut and bleeding calves
and thighs...

rivals, holding coats for his sons and
grandchildren at the start and welcoming
them in at the finish while discussing results
and post mortems and suggesting technique
at the results board.
Bob had a stomach cancer that began in
1999 and although removed at the time he
lived his last three years knowing it had
returned. Bob never lost his fitness
throughout his life and just a week before
Christmas he could be seen with his red
swandri on getting a 'sweat up' going for a jog
round the block (with Joan beside him in case
he fell).

By 1987 Bob had all but lost the use of his
knees and could hardly walk. This presented
a minor problem for training, so he joined the
Howick gym using the rowing machines and
presses to keep up his strength and speed so
he could continue to compete in all events.
When Bob finally 'retired hurt' crippled in
1990 NZ orienteering had passed on a record
of 13 NZ championship titles and 14
Auckland Championships in 17 years.
His family persuaded him to have the knee
operations to at least enable him to walk
again and by 2000 with years of daily gym
work behind him Bob was still as fit as ever!
Bobs last major event, the 2001 NZ
Championships was to be his swansong.
With the sun shining on that beautiful day
down in Rotorua, the gum trees swaying in
the breeze and hundreds of reentrants
challenging many of us. Bob in his typical
unassuming way pushed his body slowly up
the hill toward the start line.
The Parkinson's disease had made his
balancing difficult and he would often fall
when his legs hit low log stumps, but his drive
and determination would overcome anything.
He hadn't lost any of his navigation skills and
despite falling many times Bob came home
triumphant winning the Championship (title
number 14!). This memory we will hold
forever!
Bob came out for a drive last September on
day 2 of the Auckland Champs enjoying
chatting with his long time friends and closest

As Terry Nutthall described at his funeral '
Bob was both an absolute warrior on one
hand and one of the nicest guys you could
ever meet on the other... his legacy will not
just be that he was such an amazing
Champion, but that he has passed on this to
a his dozen orienteering children and
grandchildren!
The last few lines (read out at Bob's funeral)
from a poem about Bob called..
Footprints Off The Track...
Competing withrivals,men half his agewitha
map and a compass in hand
Bob battled his way to win after win and soon
was the best in the land
With his knees giving out he challenged the
best with a reputation most feared...
Bob's record will show NZ Champion ! you
know...for14 of 17 years
Punga fronds...dawn's early light the trees
rustlingina distant Woodhill
A young fallow deer, startled and in flight
Bob's spirit is here...so be still
And if someday soon you wander and
sweat...up mountains, through forests with
pack
Remember... look out for his blood on the trail
and his footprints ...off the track
Patrick, Michael, Peter, Robert...
The orienteering sons of Bob Murphy
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BEST WISHES TO GRAHAM TEAHAN
NZOF wishes immediate past NZOF president Graham Teahan a speedy recovery. Graham
recently underwent major surgery and is now recovering at home.
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to Stu Barr, Kate Bodger, Lisa Frith, Penny Kane and Lara Prince, recipients of
Prime Minister's athlete scholarships tor 2003.
THANK YOU
Thank you to Malcolm and Gillian Ingham for coordinating a very successful NZOF Junior Training
Camp at Wanganui in December. The camp was a "sell out".

APPOINTMENTS
At its November meeting, the Council confirmed the following new appointments for 2003;
• D-Squad Manager: Hazel Oates.
• JWOC Coach: Ray Pratt.
• JWOC Manager: Symon Mitchell.
The Council also re-contracted Stuart Payne as General Manager for a furthertwoyears.
RESIGNATION
David Nevin is standing down from the Technical Committee in 2003 because he will be working in
China. NZOF thanks David for his time on the committee.
VACANCIES
The following positions remain vacant for 2003:
• Coaching Director.
A contract appointment, remunerated for approximately one-day a week, for which the primary
role is to identify the needs and priorities of orienteering coaching within New Zealand. A
dedicated "coaching" email address is provided.
• Primary School Coordinator.
The main role of this position is to foster and promote the Kiwisport orienteering programme in
primary and intermediate schools. The emphasis is on establishing and maintaining a network
of people who will train teachers to implement the programme.
• Technical Committee.
One position, in lieu of David Nevin. Communication is by email and applicant is required to be
nominated by a club.
Job descriptions available from the General Manager.
OCEANIA CHAMPIONSHIPS & ANZ ELITE TEST SERIES
The NZOF and Orienteering Australia have proposed to the IOF that the ANZ Challenge be the
basis for a recognised regional championship and be renamed the Oceania Championships. The
two federations have also agreed to inaugurate a regular Trans-Tasman test series between our
respective elite teams (M&W21E) with the first to be held in Australia in May.
NATIONAL SQUAD FOR 2003
WOMEN; Jenni Adams (PAPO), Kate Bodger (PAPO), Lisa Frith (NW), Penny Kane (D), Lara
Prince (PAPO), Tania Robinson (CM), Natalie Rouse (CM), Rachael Smith (PAPO), Rebecca
Smith (A)
MEN; Michael Adams (PAPO), Darren Ashmore (A), Greg Barbour (E -o/s), Stuart Barr (W),
James Bradshaw (W), Alistair Cory-Wright (PAPO), Bryn Davies (RK), Karl Dravitzki (E), Brent
Edwards (CM), Greg Flynn (H), Michal Glowacki (WACO - o/s), Robert Jessop (A), Neil Kerrison
(E), Alistair Landels (A - o/s), Mark Lawson (NW), Jason Markham (PAPO), Aaron Prince (PAPO),
David Stewart (A), Jamie Stewart (D), Phillip Wood (WACO).
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INTERIM JWOC SQUAD
The interim squad for the 2003 Junior World Orienteering Championships to be held in Estonia, 6 13 July is; Women: Claire Paterson (RK). Men: Bryn Davies (RK), Ross Morrison (HB), Todd
Oates (HB), Tim Renton (A), Bryan Stokes (PAPO). The selectors advise that Todd, Tim and
Bryan are required to trial in order to confirm their place in the team.
NZOF BADGE SCHEME BECOMES AWARD SCHEME
The NZOF Badge scheme is to be renamed the NZOF Award Scheme. Badges will be replaced
with certificates and will be awarded automatically, rather than having to be applied for as
previously. All A-level events will automatically be included. B-level events can be granted Award
status upon application by the organisers and approval by the Technical Committee. Credits for
the scheme will be calculated by the NZOF Statistician, Bryan Teahan. It is event organiser's
responsibility to ensure results are sent to Bryan. The new scheme will be operative from 1
January 2003.
GOVERNMENT POLICY ON VOLUNTEERING
Because of the vital contribution volunteers make to social development, the economy and the
environment, the government has endorsed a policy on volunteering. The NZOF also endorses
the policy, which you can find on the NZOF website.
HEALTH AND SAFETY IN EMPLOYMENT AMENDMENT BILL
The initial draft of this bill appeared to sweep volunteers and sports clubs into employer/employee
relationships with consequent exacting health and safety obligations. Following submissions by
national sports organisations (NSOs). including the NZOF, SPARC lobbied on behalf of NSOs for
changes to the legislation. The result is that volunteers who assist with sport and recreation for a
sports club will not be covered by the Act. There will, however, be a general duty of care covering
all volunteers excluded from the enforceable provisions but this duty will not be enforceable.
AGM 2003
The NZOF Annual General Meeting will be held on Friday 18 April at 7:30pm in Auckland.
Two remits have been received for discussion.
Policy remit (from PAPO): "That the 25% NZOF event levy be capped at $1000 per event and that
for multi-day carnivals the cap be applicable in total across the carnival as $1000 times the number
of days. The cap to be reviewed annually at the general meeting of the NZOF."
Constitutional remit (from NZOF Council): "That the current constitution of the New Zealand
Orienteering Federation be repealed and replaced with the constitution as appended."
Your club secretary has more details.
The NZOF Council is also recommending to the meeting that to mark the 30th anniversary of the
incorporation of the NZOF that Bruce Collins, John Robinson, Graham Teahan and Michael Wood
be made life members of the federation.
This issue of NZOF NEWS is also available at www.nzorienteering.com

Bulletin Board
T R I A L S F O R NATIONAL TEAMS 2003
Trials for selection of teams to contest various competitions in 2003 are as follows;
World Championships: Switzerland, August 3rd - 9th, 2003
National Classic (Saturday 19 April 2003), Woodhill
National Short-O (Sunday 20 April 2003), Woodhill
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National Ultra Short Race (Sunday 20 April). Auckland
Day 1 of ANZAC 4-day (Thursday 24 April), Weiti Forest
ANZ Challenge: Australia, Late September/Early October 2003
National Championships Carnival (April 18-21, 2003), Woodhill
ANZAC 4-Day Carnival (April 24-27, 2003), Woodhill
Queen's Birthday 3-Day (May 31-June 2, 2003) - if the event happens.
Australia/New Zealand Test Match: Australia, May 2003.
As for World Champs team.
Marquita Gelderman
Convenor of Selectors
rg&mg@xtra.co.nz

O-Tour 2003
13 people have so far signed up tor parts of the European O-Tour in July/August this year.
What about you? Next deadline for price rises is the beginning of February, when some of the
entry fees increase. Our best prices are achieved when we fly at the same time. Why not come to
World Masters in Norway, use the French 5 day as a warm up, go to O ringen, have a week
sightseeing, and then compete at the spectator events at the World Champs in Switzerland while
supporting our team.
Contact Graham and Lisa Frith for more details otour2003@hotmail.com

2003 CHH Easter ANZAC Orienteering Carnival
Embargoed Areas
The following areas, except for passage along Coast Road from Muriwai, Eastern Boundary Road
and Selwyn Road to the mountain Bike Park, and Rimmer Road, are embargoed to orienteers
(except event organisers) until the 2003 CHH Easter ANZAC Orienteering Carnival.

National Classic race
The area is bounded by Rimmer Road, Inland Road, Bradley Road, Selwyn Road, Mission Road
and the farmland along the edge of Woodhill forest.
Old maps: Ye Olde Woodhille (pre 1984), Selwyn Road (1984), Lookout (1988), Temu Road
(1986), Mission Coast Road (pre 1985).

National Short race
The area is bounded by Coast Road and Muriwai Beach and stretches from Willets Road to
Puketapu Road.
Old map: Puketapu Road (1980)

National Ultra-short race
The Auckland City park in Three Kings known as 'Big King' is embargoed.
Old map: Big King Reserve (1980)
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National Relay race
The mapped area currently known as Muriwai is embargoed.
Old maps: Quarry Road (1985), Muriwai (1995)

ANZAC 4-Day
Weiti Forest is totally embargoed.
Old maps: Weiti Station (1982), Beez Kneez (1999)
The following parts of Woodhill Forest are embargoed.
Area bounded by Temu Road, Muriwai Beach, Inland Road and Puketapu Road.
Old maps: Temu Road (1986), Pot Luck (1998). Mission Coast Road (pre 1985), Whites Line
(1991), Woodhill '81 (1981), Woody Pot (2002), Stag's Roar(2002),Spaghetti Soup (2002).
The mapped area known as Turkey Ridge (1993) and the south western Blocks of Slater Road
(1997).

Woodhill Training Areas
Beautiful Hills (1994), Pot Luck (1998) (north of a line from Muriwai Beach continuous with Temu
Road through to Inland Road), Goblin Country (2001), Whose Game (2001) and Percy's Delight
(2001).

SPORTident E Cards
These are available for purchase, $50 each.
The first event using this system is 23rd February so NOW is the time to buy. Most
events in our region will use this timing system from now on and all competitors, on
all courses will need an E card. They will be available for hire at events, pre Easter at
$2, subsequently at $3, but if you are planning to orienteer in the Auckland region, or
overseas, it is certainly economical to buy one now. It is also of benefit to the
Auckland and North West Clubs if you buy your own as it is going to be a very big
financial commitment for the clubs to own lots of these cards for hire. The $50 is
what it has cost the Auckland Club to import the cards so they are likely to be more
expensive once the club hands over the sale of this equipment to a commercial
concern.
Please send $50 per card to
Joanna Stewart
Treasurer, Auckland Orienteering Club
38A Glendowie Rd
Auckland 5
Or purchase one at any Summer Series event.
Enquires, Joanna or Alistair ph 5755695
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is not a rumour it is true! Book your

holidays now
Sat 3rd - Naseby - forested (Corsican pine, Radiata pine, Larch, Douglas fir) gold mining terrain
with intricate eroded sandstone features
Sun 4th - more of the same
Tue 6th - Mt Ross score event - schist rock, schist rock, keep on rocking!
Thur 8th - Cuttance - gully spur radiata pine forest with a few patches of native bush
Sat 10th - Waikaia -gully spur native beech forest with low viz. One of NZ's most technical maps
Sun 11th - Overton - gully spur eucalypt forest with small blocks of mature pine and Douglas fir
More Information will be available soon. Visit our web site www.dunedinorienteering.com late in
January to see photos of the different areas.

Last Bits
Next issue: March 2002
Please send your editorial contributions to Paul Gilkison, 12 Albert Rd, Devonport, or email
psquared@iconz.co.nz. tel 09 445 4306, to arrive before 5 March.
Distribution
If you change your address (and still wish to have this magazine reach you!), please contact your
club membership officer or Andrew Bell on 09 411 7166 or email the.bells@xtra.co.nz.
Credits
SPORT AND RECREATION NEW ZEALAND
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The Auckland Orienteering Association wishes to thank Carter Holt Harvey for the use of its
forests.
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